Civil Service Conciliation and Arbitration Scheme

General Council Report 1288

(Meeting/s of 22 February 1995, 26 April 1995)

Claim that a jumper be provided as part of the existing Services Officer uniform

1. In presenting the claim the Staff Side said that they wanted a jumper as an addition to the Services Officer's uniform on the basis that a number of other uniformed grades, including Arts and Science Attendants in the National Museum, had jumpers. The jumper was also less cumbersome than the jacket particularly for officers engaged on indoor duties. It was not, however, envisaged that the jumper would become a substitute for the jacket.

2. The Official Side said it was prepared to offer a jumper, similar to that issued to the Science and Arts Attendants in the National Museum, as part of the Services Officer's uniform. The jumper would be a plain navy V-necked wool jumper with a crest. One jumper would be issued annually with a double issue in the first year.

3. The Staff Side said they were prepared to accept the offer.

4. This report was adopted on 26 April 1995.

This report was adopted on 26 April 1995